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Subject:My latest Zodiac revelations 

 

1.I have shown that the Zodiac logo, a V-shaped sign with four dots is a wolf  

staring over two lovers kissing. All of the Zodiac code is from an x,y axis or  

an x,y,z axis. The eyes of the beast are preying on the couple kissing  

below.The sneaky cat is above two mice kissing, ready to pounce. The Zodiac  

killed lovers in an attempt to destroy love at its source and thereby increase  

his communion with dark forces and Satanic control. 

2. I have shown that the 4 Elements (Fire, Water, Earth and Air) are  

represented by: By Fire 

    By Knife 

    By Gun 

    By Rope 

3. I have shown the Zodiac as a judge and executioner over couples guilty of  

love. 

4. I show that when EDWARD is placed on xyz axes, E being central, the logo is  

evident and the upside-down A of the Antichrist is revealed. 

5. I notice that Edward Wayne Edwards has 18 letters. 6+6+6 or 666 6. I notice  

that an xyz axis is two K's back to back. The E of Edward is at the point  

where K begins and K=E in the name cypher. 

7. Mr. Ed's drive-in saw the Zodiac's earliest stalking. 

8. Mr. Starr (star) could be a clue to look at the two major stars in  



religious symbolism, the Star of David and the Satanic Pentagram. 

  I found that the name EDWARD can be pulled from the Star of David. 

  I found the name WAYNE can be pulled from the Pentagram. 

9. When the Star of David is placed on an xy axis and all the points of the  

star are removed, you have a zodiac sign. 

10. The Star of David is a male mixing (kissing) with a female. It is a  

triangle facing up and one facing down, harmony of life and love. The Wolf  

tries to destroy this harmony by killing lovers in the act, the point where  

love is strongest. 

11.The killer went through a repeating cycle: 

  Stress -> evil attitude -> hatred and anger -> violence and murder. 

12.James Garfield Langley has a deeper meaning: 

   James hides the name Jesus, who the killer mocks. The beast hides behind  

good names. James represents the forces of goodness, a vertical axis. 

   Garfield means "a field of gore". This is the battlefield of good against  

evil. It is a reference to both everyday struggle and to Armeggedon (a field  

of blood).This is represented by a circle, the field or system. The Chinese  

word for field is the zodiac sign with the lines shortened. 

   Langley in Chinese means "the power of the wolf". This is the opposite of  

James (Jesus), who is the Sheep. The eyes in the zodiac logo are of a wolf.  

Two E's back-to-back form the character for king. The Savior King and the  

Demon king are portrayed, and E is the central letter on the xyz axis. 

This idea of the wolf is represented as a horizontal line. 

Putting the vertical line, horizontal line and circle together, you have none  

other than the zodiac sign. 



13. The zodiac sign is itself a Chinese character. 

14. The Golden Gate in mystic philosophy is the point at which the forces of  

love are able to mix. It is where the philosopher's stone resides, the enemy  

of evil. To kill near the Golden Gate Bridge is to defile love at its source. 

15. The evil eyes in the logo inside a V resemble the masks of the KKK. 

16. In Russian the word for poison or evil is Yad, which in mystic liguistics  

can change to Ed.   Ed-wards = Evil-wards or Hellwards. He killed to gain  

favor with demonic forces and be gifted with Satanic knowledge. He followed a  

downward-spiraling path in a funnel-shaped spiritual spatial reality in order  

to reach the kiss of death, which would be oneness with evil. 

 He reached points of transformation with each cycle of killing. 

17. Love (Mr. Love was an alias) is shown as recycling energy in the shape of  

a heart. Two hearts touching at their tips are two lovers kissing. On an xy  

axis the tips touch like two lips. The Evil One, the wolf, lurks to ambush the  

lovers. 

18.The Chinese word for day (Mr. Day was an alias), when placed on an xy axis  

forms the zodiac sign. 

19. The Egyptian symbol ankh is a form of the zodiac sign. 

20. Paradice means "a pair of dice". When 2 cubes are placed on an xy axis you  

have, lo and behold, the zodiac sign. 

21.Zodiac showed positive things to hide negative things. 

22.Zodiac killed according to the deepness of night. The moon on an xy axis is  

the zodiac sign. 

   More Later. Make a hard copy. You need to see the diagrams to catch all of  

this. Happy camping. 


